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2, M.S. Wool "being loaded onto Russian bound ships at tints cu\ 
Australian port. 12 

3, V.S. Members of the crew that include some women. A lo k in the 
women1s quarters and also shots of the mixed crew seated 
about in rest room, playing chess and singing patriotic 
song. 54 
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The daughter of Brown Prince and Crown Princess nfxEtm 
Frederick®: of Greece is to be christened. Princess 
Catherine of Greece holds the baby and next to her is 
General Smutjfs, they are to be the god parents. The 

ie _Gr.eek Orthodox Church in South Africa 
fand baptises the baby, who is Princess 

Irene of Greece.General Smutts then holds the fefcby and 
the group include Mrs Sroutes and Princess Catherine, and 
Duchess of Kent. 78 
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MORE GERMAN PRISONERS FROM THE MIDDLE EAST 

1, V.S. Ships arriving at South African port loaded with German 
prisoner® from the Middle East. The small ship5 are packed 
with prisoners. 64 

MOTE AND TRACK NEGATIVES MUSIC BACKGROUND 

KNOCKING THEM DOWN 

/1, V.S. In Milwaukee,U.S.A.The women's ten pin bowling championships, 
The women throw the balls down and score strikes etc. 35 
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ROAD SAFETY - TRAILER 
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Every day at least four children are killed and 80 seriously injured 
on the roads of Great Britain. A large/proportion of these accidents 
occur when young children playing in/the street make a sudden rush 
into the road. Children must play and the streets are a dangerous 
place. Remember that school playgrounds are generally kept open after 
hours. If there is a park playground nearby get your children to use 
<lt. Warn them again** playing/near vehicle that may move off, tell 
them why.Children will listeh to reason. Dont't jaywalk in traffic 
when you have children witji you. Teach them that the road is for motor 
traffic, footp^hs for people. Train them to always to stop at the kerb 
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